A relative reliability approach for Direct Displacement-Based Design (DDBD) is first proposed in this paper, which is based on the average reliability level implicit in current Chinese design codes. By introducing a relative reliability coefficient , the determination of reliability from DDBD is transformed to the calculation of its ratio to the average reliability of current Chinese codes. This approach not only follows the reliability principle of current Chinese codes, but also avoids the complex calculation of reliability in general. The calculation of reliability at any performance level can be transformed to the nominal reliability of frequent earthquake for the expected earthquake risk level. Meanwhile, based on the assumption of elasticity, it is shown that, under frequent earthquake risk, the calculated base shear derived from DDBD theoretically equals that from force-based design (FBD). Therefore, a revised calculation of section bearing capacity for DDBD, which follows the expression in current Chinese codes, is advised, according to the numerical study of 24 examples of Partially Prestressed Reinforced Concrete (PPRC) frame structures. Finally, this proposed approach is verified to be effective and superior by a comparative analysis of 10 examples of PPRC frames.
Introduction
Real seismic response of structures shows that a traditional force-based seismic approach is difficult to accord with the expected structural displacement under the designed earthquake risk. Towards this, Displacement-Based Seismic Design (DBSD) was proposed and extensively studied in the last decades.
Nowadays, DBSD has been developed and employed in various structures. In 1995, a DDBD method [1] was presented for bridge design; after that, Priestley suggested the improved DDBD method applied to Reinforced Concrete (RC) structures [2, 3] . In 2009 a model code for the Displacement-Based Seismic Design of Structures (DBD09) was first proposed by Calvi and Sullivan [4] and the latest revised vision was published in 2012 [5] . Liang et al. developed this method for seismic design of RC frame structures [6] . Moreover, DDBD has been effectively applied to frameshear wall structures [7] , glued timber structures [8] , and steel eccentrically braced frame structures [9] , and so forth. Malekpour and Dashti also provided the specific design procedures of DDBD for different types of RC buildings [10] . All research work above is significant to develop and improve DDBD approaches. However, many problems still have to be solved for an easy application. One of the key problems is how to establish an effective reliability system in DDBD.
According to statistical analysis, Gao et al. pointed out that, under the confidence 0.05 or 0.1, the ultimate drift ratio of a RC frame obeys a lognormal distribution or an extreme I distribution. They also studied the seismic reliability of ultimate deformation capacity of RC frames under rare earthquake risk [11, 12] . In 2002, a probabilistic description was proposed for the DBSD method [13] . To reveal the reliability level of drift ratios on the weak floor, the maximum elastoplastic displacement and ultimate drift ratio of RC frames was characterized by probability [14] . In 2013, reliability comparative analysis [15] was conducted in two 24-story buildings, based on the traditional seismic design 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering and performance-based seismic design, respectively. Analysis results indicate that less weight and higher reliability can be found in performance-based seismic design. Furthermore, work by and has investigated the introduction of probabilistic considerations within the Direct DBD or Displacement-Based Assessment (DBA) procedures [16, 17] .
The current studies on reliability approaches for DDBD are useful to instruct seismic design. However, the complete reliability theoretical system is still not established. Influences of structural reliability may differ from one analysis to another, and it is difficult to precisely determine them, such as variation coefficients, . Moreover, complex derivation and excessive assumptions probably lead to large calculation errors in design. Towards these problems, in this paper, a relative reliability (relative to the average reliability implicit in current Chinese codes [18, 19] ) approach is first proposed for DDBD, without a complex calculation of variation coefficients in the reliability analysis.
The Relative Reliability Approach for DDBD
The function of structural reliability can be written as = − , where is the resistance corresponding to the given performance target, while is the effect under expected earthquake risk level. If both and obey the lognormal distribution described by the maximum drift ratio of structure at performance target, the reliability index can be expressed as
where ln , ln and ln , ln denote the mean and the standard deviation of ln and ln , respectively. To assess the reliability in DDBD effectively, it is necessary to calculate the correlation standard deviation of the resistance and the effect of structure precisely, according to variation coefficients.
Philosophy of Relative Reliability Approach in DDBD

Nominal Reliability
under Frequent Earthquake Risk. To establish the reliability approach for DDBD, evaluation of reliability at the given performance target is first transformed to the expected seismic risk level under frequent earthquake risk, while the section bearing capacity of structure is determined by a similar way as FBD. For instance, in Figure 1 , point and point denote the displacement at performance point (effect ) under frequent earthquake risk and rare earthquake risk, respectively. Point is the displacement corresponding to life safety level (resistance ). According to the suggested design philosophy, calculation of reliability at point ( ) will be first transformed to the determination of reliability at point , namely, nominal reliability ( ). Then the seismic effect under frequent earthquake risk can be derived from for the performance target under rare earthquake risk. Once a structure is designed by FBD under Chinese codes, its pushover curve will be attained (see Figure 1) . In this case, the mapping relationship between and can be found based on the current seismic design under frequent earthquake risk. That means a structure designed by the nominal reliability under frequent earthquake risk can generally satisfy the demand from the real reliability under performance target . An illustration for this relationship has been provided as follows.
As shown in Figure 1 , , , and denote the average displacement corresponding to the frequent earthquake risk, rare earthquake risk, and resistance under rare earthquake risk, respectively. It has been shown that all displacements of effect or resistance at point , point , and point obey a lognormal distribution [20] ; therefore
Thus, the relationship between and can be given as
where coefficients and satisfy
In theory, due to the lognormal distribution of and , the value of coefficient can be determined. The mean of structural effect, which reflects the value of , will be accordingly certainty. Thus, the relationship between and is unique. In real calculation, different methods lead to different deviation coefficients, while the values of deviation coefficients will be stable at both elastic and elastoplastic stages, once the methods follow the same seismic design [20] . In this case, the value of reliability can be reasonably derived from the nominal reliability .
Relative Reliability Coefficient .
To determine the nominal reliability , a relative reliability coefficient is introduced. If the effect is defined by the maximum story drift ratio corresponding to structural performance point under frequent earthquake risk and the resistance the maximum story drift ratio of the expected failure state of structure under the performance target, the reliability can be expressed by
Compared to ln
) is a smaller value and can be neglected; thus
where 1 is the maximum story drift ratio of structure at the performance point under frequent earthquake risk and 1 the maximum story drift ratio of the expected failure state of structure under the performance target. Correspondingly, the mean and the deviation coefficients can then be given as 1 , 1 and 1 , 1 , respectively. Similarly, the average reliability under the performance target can be evaluated by
where meanings of parameters follow (6).
For one performance target, with the same material parameters, structural model, and seismic measures, deviation coefficients from FBD based on current Chinese codes will be consistent with that from DDBD. Thus, the relative reliability coefficient can be introduced by
where 1 and 1 are known. Adjusting and 2 by the proprietor, the average effect 2 can be determined for DDBD, and errors from complex calculation of deviation coefficients will then be significantly avoided.
If there is the same performance level between FBD and DDBD ( 1 = 2 ), taking = 1, thus 1 = 2 . That means under frequent earthquake risk the maximum story drift ratio at the performance point from DDBD equals that from FBD. In this paper, we mainly discuss the case with = 1.
Section Bearing Capacity Equation.
Structural reliability depends on the expression of section bearing capacity and the seismic measures. Theoretically, once the concept of mode decomposition is introduced to DDBD [21, 22] or the profile used to decide the ESDOF is very close to the really reacting profile, the calculated base shear of structure under frequent earthquake risk from both DDBD and FBD is the same, due to the basic assumptions of ESDOF. Therefore, to ensure that the relative reliability in DDBD equals the designed reliability in FBD, only the same expression of section bearing capacity and seismic measures are required. That is,
Design Procedures of Relative Reliability Approach for DDBD.
The design steps of relative reliability approach for DDBD are given as follows:
(1) Determine the performance target of structure according to the proprietor.
(2) Preliminary design: determine the structural arrangement, section dimension, material strength and load action, and so forth.
(3) Evaluate the average resistance 1 corresponding to the performance target from FBD and the average effect 1 corresponding to the performance point under frequent earthquake risk (by a common database established by statistical analysis).
(4) Based on the performance target, determine the relative reliability coefficient and the average resistance 2 from DDBD. (5) Determine the designed displacement 2 using (8).
(6) Determine the equivalent parameters of the equivalent single degree of freedom system (ESDOF) for DDBD (for tall frames the method of mode decomposition should be used [21, 22] ).
(7) Calculate the base shear and seismic forces in DDBD. Given this paper is a part of the team's research on the prestressed frame, the subject of this paper is the partial prestressed frame. However, there is no essential difference between the proposed DDBD procedures for ordinary frame and for PPRC frame. Specifically, the main differences of the proposed DDBD procedure for PPRC frame are as follows:
(1) The prestressed reinforcements are determined in preliminary design (step 2) and not changed in the following process.
(2) In the process of determining the target displacement (from step 3 to step 5), the reference displacement demands are the displacement demands of PPRC frames under the same earthquake risk.
(3) After the base shear of DDBD is derived and the design force of the sections is determined, the design of sections, the seismic measures, and details of seismic design all follow the rules for PPRC frame in the codes of China.
Selection of Parameters in DDBD
Average Seismic Effect under Frequent Earthquake Risk of Current Chinese Codes.
To verify the suggested relative reliability approach for DDBD, 24 PPC frames were first designed by FBD based on current Chinese codes, as shown in Table 1 . The average seismic effect 1 was evaluated by the pushover analysis of these 24 PPC frames. Using capacity spectrum method, the average seismic effect (maximum story drift ratio at the performance point) under 7-degree fortification can be evaluated as 1/1399, while it can be evaluated as 1/850 under 8-degree fortification [23] .
Calculation of the Target Displacement in DDBD.
With = 1, then 1 = 2 . The target displacement ( 2 ) in DDBD is therefore 1/1399 for 7-degree fortification and 1/850 for 8-degree fortification. Since the given displacement target implies the average seismic effect of PPC frame structures under frequent earthquake risk of current Chinese codes, the discreteness of structural reliability will thus be decreased based on the suggested reliability approach. 
Modification of Section Bearing
Capacity. Theoretically, the calculated base shear of structure under frequent earthquake risk from both DDBD and FBD is the same, due to the basic assumptions of ESDOF. However, inconsistence still exists due to the model errors of the DDBD method. To eliminate such errors in DDBD, the base shear derived from DDBD and from FBD has been compared by each example of 24 PPC frames, as shown in Table 2 . Table 2 indicates that the maximum error of base shear from two methods is 25%, while average error is around 16%. Therefore, error correcting is required. A correction coefficient can be introduced to revise the expression of section bearing capacity for such error correcting. This coefficient is determined by the average ratio of base shear from FBD and from DDBD, according to the numerical results of these 24 PPC frames. The revised expression of section bearing capacity in DDBD is
where = 1.20.
Numerical Analysis
Basic Information.
To verify the effectiveness of the suggested relative reliability approach for DDBD, 10 PPC frames were tested. Aimed at the performance target of "being intact after frequent earthquakes," the structure was designed by the relative reliability approach for DDBD (with the same material properties, dimensions of members used in FBD based on current Chinese codes). Subsequently, the reliability level at both "being intact after frequent earthquakes" and "not collapsed after rare earthquakes" based on DDBD was compared with that from FBD. The basic information of 10 examples is shown in Table 3 . For all 10 examples, let the relative reliability coefficient be unit ( = 1). That means the reliability level was selected to be consistent with the average reliability in current Chinese codes. As = 1, once the reliability corresponding to the performance target of "not collapsed after rare earthquakes" is transformed to the nominal reliability of "life safety under frequent earthquake risk," the target displacement is equal to that of "being intact after frequent earthquakes," which can be obtained simultaneously. The target displacements were adopted as in Section 2.4.2. Note: relative error = (story drift ratio of performance point − target drift ratio)/story drift ratio of performance point.
As all these examples are regular PPC frames with total height less than 40 m, it is reasonably assumed that the first mode of vibration will dominate the structural response during the analysis. Numerical results for performance points and reliability indices are shown in the following sections. Tables 4 and 5 list the parameters corresponding to performance points of pushover analysis, based on DDBD under frequent earthquake risk and rare earthquake risk, respectively.
Results of Pushover Analysis.
As shown in the last column of Table 4 , for this group of 10 PPC frames, the maximum relative errors between the target displacement and the maximum story drift ratio at the performance point under frequent earthquake risk are 23.4%, while most of the rest is below 10%. Therefore, it is believable that the suggested approach can provide an effective target displacement for DDBD.
Reliability Indices under Performance Target.
If the effect was defined by the maximum story drift ratio at the performance point of the expected earthquake, while the resistance was represented by the maximum story drift ratio corresponding to the expected performance level, the reliability indices for each performance level can be calculated (as shown in Tables 6 and 7 , where the deviation coefficients from FBD and from DDBD are the same).
The average reliability indices from FBD between the performance level of "being intact after frequent earthquakes" and the performance level of "not collapsed after rare earthquakes" are 2.517 and 0.669 [23] , respectively. To clearly express the change of reliability, the values of reliability indices from DDBD and from FBD were also compared in Figures 2 and 3 , for frequent earthquake risk and rare earthquake risk, respectively.
The triangular points shown in Figures 2 and 3 represent the mean of reliability under current Chinese design codes.
Comparing results in Figure 2 with Figure 3 , the reliability from DDBD corresponding to the performance level is much closer to the mean of structural reliability from current Chinese codes, indicating that the design is more reasonable, and the suggested relative reliability approach for DDBD is effective and superior. However, it is also observed that the trend of current reliability towards the average reliability did not reach an expected level. Probable reasons include the following:
(1) The reinforcement design of a structure may not be dominated by the seismic effect. Seismic design of PPC frames is strongly dependent on the anticrack measures and seismic measures. (3) Current approach of DDBD is directly based on Priestley's work [2] , where the complicate real structure is simplified to an ESDOF for the calculation of equivalent stiffness and base shear. Such simplification undoubtedly leads to obvious errors of calculation. In view of the development of DDBD, a more accurate theory is needed, which is not restricted by Priestley's traditional ESDOF model, and a more stable and reliable method is need to decide the seismic effects. Therefore, once breakthroughs can be achieved on this, the potential of DDBD will be great. 
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Conclusions
(1) Based on the average reliability level in current Chinese codes for the design of PPC frame structures, a relative reliability approach for DDBD is proposed. The calculation of reliability at any performance level can be transformed to the nominal reliability of frequent earthquake for the expected earthquake risk level. In this approach, the displacement demand (maximum story drift ratio) under frequent earthquake risk is used as effect, while the maximum displacement (maximum story drift ratio) corresponding to the performance level is used as resistance. By introducing the relative reliability coefficient , the determination of the reliability from DDBD is transformed to the calculation of its ratio to the reliability from FBD, which not only follows the reliability principle implicit in current Chinese codes but also avoids the complex calculation of reliability in general.
(2) Based on the assumption of elasticity, if the displacement corresponding to the performance point of frequent earthquake from FBD was adopted as the target displacement in DDBD, the calculated base shear from FBD (mode decomposition method) will be equal to that from DDBD. Meanwhile, the error analysis was conducted between the base shear from DDBD and that from FBD, and a correction factor was suggested for calculation of the base shear in DDBD.
(3) Under frequent earthquake risk, the section bearing capacity for the suggested relative reliability approach for DDBD can also be expressed by the formula of section bearing capacity of FBD in current Chinese codes.
(4) The displacements of the PPC frames designed by the suggested relative reliability approach for DDBD are in effective control, and the reliability of the performance target is much closer to the mean of reliability in current Chinese codes. The suggested approach is verified to be effective and superior.
Shortcomings in This Paper
(1) A relative reliability approach for DDBD is first proposed in this paper; therefore, significant improvements of its theoretical framework are still required.
The numerical examples for selection of parameters (such as target displacement) in the suggested approach are limited. The suggested approach is based on the bilinear model of ESDOF, which may seriously affect the calculation accuracy of DDBD.
(2) During the theoretical derivation, the structure is assumed in elasticity under frequent earthquake risk, which may make errors in reality. Towards this, a correction factor has been introduced in this paper to revise the base shear in DDBD.
(3) In this paper, the relative reliability approach for DDBD is introduced based on Chinese codes, but it is obvious that this approach can also be operable on the other codes.
